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Abstract
In this note we study curves (arrangements) in the complex projective plane which
can be considered as generalizations of free curves. We construct families of arrangements
which are nearly free and possess interesting geometric properties. More generally, we
study 3-syzygy arrangements and we present examples that admit unexpected curves.
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1 Introduction
In the recent years there is an increasing interests in free divisors in the complex projective
plane. Let C be a reduced plane curve of degree d given by a homogeneous polynomial f ∈
S := C[x, y, z]. Let us consider the following short exact sequence
0→ DC → O
⊕3
P2
C
(∂xf, ∂yf, ∂zf)
−−−−−−−−→ J(d− 1)→ 0,
where the sheaf J is the Jacobian ideal of f . The sheaf DC is reflexive and has rank two,
therefore it is a vector bundle on P2
C
.
Definition 1.1. A reduced plane curve C ⊂ P2
C
is free with the exponents (d1, d2) ∈ N
2 and
0 ≤ d1 ≤ d2 if the associated vector bundle DC splits as
DC = OP2
C
(−d1)⊕ OP2
C
(−d2).
One of the most important questions in the context of free divisors is the famous Terao
conjecture [19, Conjecture 4.138]. Assume that L is an arrangement of d lines in P2
C
. We define
the Levi graph G for L as a bipartite graph having one vertex xi per each line ℓi and one vertex
yj per each intersection point pj ∈ Sing(L) with an edge eij if pj is incident with ℓi.
1
2Conjecture 1.2 (Terao). Let L1,L2 ⊂ P
2
C
be two line arrangements such that their associated
Levi graphs G1 and G2 are isomorphic. Then L1 is free if and only if L2 is free.
Let us point out that Terao’s conjecture is widely open, it was shown to be true for d ≤ 13
lines by Dimca et al. in [11]. In the context of potential counterexamples to Terao’s conjecture,
Dimca and Sticlaru defined a new class of arrangements which are called nearly free. It is worth
mentioning that the concept of nearly free curves appeared before [11] in the framework of a
naive generalization of Terao’s conjecture to conic-line arrangements in the complex projective
plane. Schenck and Tohaˇneanu showed in [21, Example 4.1] that such a generalization is false,
they constructed two relatively simple arrangements of 2 lines and 2 conics having the same
combinatorics, one arrangement is free and another one is nearly free.
For a reduced plane curve C of degree d given by f ∈ S we denote by Jf = 〈∂xf, ∂y f, ∂z f〉
the Jacobian ideal and by m = 〈x, y, z〉 the irrelevant ideal. Consider the graded S-module
N(f) = If/Jf , where If is the saturation of Jf with respect to m.
Definition 1.3. We say that a reduced plane curve C is nearly free if N(f) 6= 0 and for every
k one has dimN(f)k ≤ 1.
A usual way to define nearly free curves is via the notion of defect.
Definition 1.4. Let C be a reduce plane curve, then we define the defect of C as
ν(C) = maxk{dimCN(f)k}.
Clearly C is a free curve if ν(C) = 0 and D is nearly free if ν(D) = 1.
Given a reduce plane curve C by f = 0 in the complex projective plane, then using a result
due to Dimca [8] we can compute explicitly the defect. Let us denote by mdr(f) = m be the
minimal degree of a non-trivial Jacobian relation, i.e.,
a · ∂x f + b · ∂y f + c · ∂z f = 0
where coefficients are homogeneous polynomials a, b, c of degree m. Let us also denote by τ(C)
the total Tjurina number of C, i.e.,
τ(C) =
∑
p∈Sing(C)
τp.
For the definition of Tjurina number τp (or Milnor number µp) see page 485 in [15].
Theorem 1.5 (Dimca). Let C be a reduced plane curve given by f = 0 of degree d and let
r = mdr(f). Then we have the following:
a) If r < d
2
, then ν(C) = (d− 1)2 − r(d− r − 1)− τ(C).
3b) If r ≥ d−2
2
, then
ν(C) =
⌈
3
4
(d− 1)2
⌉
− τ(C).
A lot of work has been done to understand geometrical and combinatorial properties of
nearly free curves, both from a viewpoint of vector bundles [18] and homological properties of
those curves [12].
Recall that for a curve C given by f ∈ S we define the Milnor algebra as M(f) = S/Jf .
The description of M(f) for nearly free curves comes from [12]:
Theorem 1.6 (Dimca-Sticlaru). If C is a nearly free curve given by f ∈ S, then the minimal
resolution of the Milnor algebra M(f) has the following form:
0→ S(−b−2(d−1)) → S(−d1−(d−1))⊕S(−d2−(d−1))⊕S(−d3−(d−1))→ S
3(−d+1)→ S
for some integers d1, d2, d3, b such that d1 + d2 = d, d2 = d3, and b = d2 − d + 2. In that case,
the pair (d1, d2) is called the set of exponents of nearly free curve C.
The main purpose of the paper is to construct new examples of plane curves which are
3-syzygy curves, see Definition 5.7 – these are, for instance, nearly free curves, and use geom-
etry standing behind them in order to show the existence of unexpected curves. Our results
concerning unexpected curves provide a framework for constructing examples of such curves,
and give additional insight into the results of Cook II-Harbourne-Migliore-Nagel [6] and of Trok
[24].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 using the so-called Fermat arrangements of
lines in the complex projective plane we construct an infinite family of nearly free curves (a
deletion type family) with the property that this family admits a series of unexpected curves
(what is shown in Section 5). In Section 3 we construct a family of conic arrangements which are
nearly free (an addition type arrangement) and in Section 4 we present an example of 4 conics
with 12 tacnodes which is almost free. In Section 5 we study some 3-syzygy arrangements and
show that they admit unexpected curves. Then, in Section 6 we focus on conic arrangement
constructed via flat extensions. Our procedure leads to interesting arrangements of smooth
conics, but it turns out that flat extensions do not preserve the nearly freeness. However, we
believe that the construction is interesting on its own right, and this approach fits into the
current interest of researcher in constructing new curve arrangements. The Leitmotif for our
work is to explore addition-deletion type constructions of curve arrangements in the plane,
and this topic is still open in its whole generality. In this context it is worth mentioning that
an addition-deletion type statement was proved by Schenck, Terao, and Yoshinaga [22] for
arrangements of plane curves with quasihomogeneous singularities.
42 Deletion for Fermat arrangements
In this section we are going to investigate the addition-deletion procedure starting with free
arrangements of lines. Roughly speaking, we want to construct new examples (or even new
families) of nearly free arrangements constructed by deleting some lines from free arrangements
of lines. This path of investigations was indicated, for instance, in [18]. Our first result of
this section provide a whole family of nearly free arrangements which are non-examples with
respect to [18, Proposition 3.1.].
We start with the well-known family of Fermat line arrangements Fn in P
2
C
given by the
following defining polynomial
Q(x, y, z) = (xn − yn)(yn − zn)(zn − xn)
with n ≥ 3. This arrangement has exactly n2 triple points and 3 points of multiplicity n and
it is known to be free with exponents (n + 1, 2n− 2). Now we consider the arrangement NFn
defined by the following equation
Q˜(x, y, z) = (xn−yn)(yn−zn)(zn−xn)/(x−y) = (xn−1+yxn−2+...+yn−2x+yn−1)(yn−zn)(zn−xn)
with n ≥ 3.
Let us present the most important combinatorial properties of NFn.
1. For n = 3 we obtain an arrangement which is isomorphic to the famous MacLane ar-
rangement of 8 lines – according to our best knowledge this fact is not written explicitly
in the literature. The arrangement of 8 lines with the maximal number of triple points is
considered, for instance, in [13].
2. For given n ≥ 3 the arrangement NFn has exactly two points of multiplicity n, one point
of multiplicity n− 1, n2 − n triple points, and n double points.
Now we show the following main result of this section.
Proposition 2.1. For n ≥ 3 the arrangement NFn is nearly free with the exponents d1 = n+1
and d2 = 2n− 2.
Proof. First of all, using [2, Theorem 5.11] and [1, Theorem 1.4], we write down the minimal
free resolution of the Milnor algebra M(Q˜), which has the following form
0→ S(−5n+ 3)→ S2(−5n+ 4)⊕ S(−4n+ 1)→ S3(−3n + 2)→ S,
and we can conclude that mdr(Q˜) = n + 1. Since all singularties of line arrangements are
quasihomogeneous, we can compute the total Tjurina number by the following formula
τ(NFn) =
∑
p∈Sing(NFn)
µp =
∑
p∈Sing(NFn)
(multp − 1)
2 = 7n2 − 11n+ 6.
5We need to consider two cases, namely when n = 3 and n ≥ 4. We use Theorem 1.5, if n ≥ 4,
then mdr(Q˜) < 3n
2
, and
ν(NFn) = (3n− 2)
2 − (n+ 1) · (2n− 3)− (7n2 − 11n+ 6) = 1.
If n = 3, then
ν(NF3) =
⌈
3
4
(8− 1)2
⌉
− 36 = 1,
which completes the proof.
3 Nearly free conic arrangements
In this section we would like to construct interesting arrangements of smooth conics which
are nearly free. Our main tool is the classical Kummer cover of the projective plane, namely
πk((x : y : z)) := (x
k : yk : zk)
with k ≥ 2. Kummer covers are finite Galois covers of P2
C
ramified along xyz = 0 with the
Galois group (Z/kZ)2 and these are very useful when we want to construct an interesting curve
starting from a simpler one. Let us consider the curve h := x2 + y2 + z2 − 2(xy + yz + yz) = 0
and define a new curve by
Ck : π
∗
k(h) = x
2k + y2k + z2k − 2(xkyk + ykzk + ykzk) = 0.
As it was shown by Artal Bartolo et al. in [4] the curve Ck is nearly free. A similar idea to
use Kummer covers appeared in [20], but in a different setting of curves with low Harbourne
indices. Using this idea we are going to construct a family of conic arrangements Ck such that
for every k ≥ 2 the resulting curve is nearly free. In this particular case, the Kummer cover
plays a role of the conductor for the addition procedure for curve arrangements.
Let us present our construction. Our starting point is the following smooth conic C :
xy + z2 = 0. Then we apply the Kummer cover of order k ≥ 2 obtaining the following family
Ck : {fk = x
kyk + z2k = 0}.
Observe that Ck splits as an arrangement of k smooth conics. It is easy to observe that Ck has
only two singular points which are P1 = (1 : 0 : 0) and P2 = (0 : 1 : 0). Now we can find, just
by hand, non-trivial relations among the partial derivatives of fk, namely
(△) : x · ∂x fk − y · ∂y fk = 0,
(♦) : 2z2k−1 · ∂x fk − x
k−1yk · ∂z fk = 0,
(⋆) : 2z2k−1 · ∂y fk − x
kyk−1 · ∂z fk = 0.
(1)
6We apply Theorem 1.5. Since mdr(fk) = 1 and for each singular point Pi its Tjurina number
is equal to (2k − 1)(k − 1) we obtain
ν(Ck) = (2k − 1)
2 − (2k − 2)− 2 · (2k − 1)(k − 1) = 1,
so arrangement Ck is nearly free. It is very easy to find the minimal free resolution of the Milnor
algebra M(fk) which has the following form
0→ S(−4k + 1)→ S(−4k + 2)2 ⊕ S(−2k)→ S3(−2k + 1)→ S
and the exponents of the nearly free curve Ck are (1, 2k − 1).
Proposition 3.1. The arrangement Ck with k ≥ 2 is nearly free with the exponents (1, 2k−1).
Remark 3.2. The idea to use conics of a similar type appears in [9] where the author constructs
also nearly free curves.
Now, if we add the line x = 0 to the arrangement Ck we obtain a free arrangement with the
exponents (1, 2k − 1).
4 Almost free curves
In this section we would like to add to the list some new examples of almost free curves.
Definition 4.1. We say that a reduced plane curve C of degree d given by f = 0 is almost
free if dimN(f) = 1 for d even, and dimN(f) = 2 for d odd.
Example 4.2. As a warm-up, let us consider the following arrangement line arrangement A9
in P2
C
given by
Q(x, y, z) = x(x2 + xy + y2)(y3 − z3)(z3 − x3).
This arrangement can be viewed as an addition arrangement since we add one line x = 0 to
the MacLane arrangement. By an easy inspection we can see that the minimal resolution of
the Milnor algebra M(Q) has the following form
0→ S(−14)→ S2(−13)⊕ S(−12)→ S3(−8)→ S,
dimN(Q)10 = dimN(Q)11 = 1, and dimN(Q)k = 0 for k 6∈ {10, 11}, so the arrangement A9 is
almost free. It is worth noticing that if we take slightly more general line in the place of x = 0,
for instance x + y + z = 0, then for this choice the resulting arrangement A′9 is free with the
exponents d1 = 4 and d2 = 4.
Now we would like to present a very interesting example of an irreducible almost free curve
of degree 10. This curve does not fit into the world of arrangements, but we believe that it is
worth presenting it here due to its possible further utility.
7Example 4.3. The following curve is strictly related with Hirzebruch’s work on Hilbert mod-
ular surfaces. Let us consider the Klein curve K of degree 10 given by the following equation
K(x, y, z) = 320x2y2z6 − 160x3y3z4 + 20x4y4z2 + 6x5y5 + x10 + y10
− (x5 + y5) · (32z5 − 20xyz3 + 5x2y2z).
The curve K has exactly six singular points which are double (2, 3)-cusps – these are locally
given by the following equation (x3 + y2)(y3 + x2) = 0. Moreover, K is invariant under the
action of PSL(2, 5) = A5, and the configuration of these six cusps forms a unique minimal orbit
of A5 – see [17]. The minimal free resolution of M(K) has the following form
0→ S(−15)→ S(−14)3 → S(−9)3 → S,
dimN(K)12 = 1, and dimN(K)k = 0 for k 6= 12, so our curve K is almost free.
Finally we would like to look at the question whether arrangements of curves with points
of multiplicity 2 can be either nearly or almost free. In the case of d generic lines Ld with
(
d
2
)
double intersection points, the only interesting case is when d = 3 and then the arrangement L3
is free. Here we focus on arrangements of conics with only tacnodes as the intersection points
– these are non-ordinary points of multiplicity 2.
Example 4.4. There is an interesting problem of the existence of conic arrangements possessing
the maximal possible number of tacnodes. There is an obvious upper bound
# tacnodes ≤ k(k − 1),
where k denotes the number of conics. Let us consider the arrangement C = {C1, C2, C3, C4} ⊂
P2
C
given by C = f1 · ... · f4 = 0 such that
C1 : f1 = xy − z
2,
C2 : f2 = xy + z
2,
C3 : f3 = x
2 + y2 − 2z2,
C4 : f4 = x
2 + y2 + 2z2.
One can easily check that C has exactly 12 tacnodes, so for k = 4 we obtained the maximal
possible number of tacnodes according to the above naive upper-bound. We can compute the
minimal free resolution of the Milnor algebra M(C) which has the following form
0→ S(−12)→ S3(−11)→ S3(−7)→ S,
dimN(C)9 = 1, and dimN(C)ℓ = 0 for ℓ 6= 9, so our arrangement C is almost free. It is worth
noticing that if we consider an arrangement of 5 conics with 17 tacnodes (the maximal possible
number in that case), then this arrangement is neither nearly free nor almost free.
85 Unexpected curves
Let Z = P1 + ... + Ps be a reduced scheme of mutually distinct points in P
2
C
. We say that
Z admits an unexpected curve of degree d if for a generic point P ∈ P2
C
of multiplicity m we
have that
dimC[I(Z +mP )]d > max
{
dimC[I(Z)]d −
(
m+ 1
2
)
, 0
}
, (2)
where I(Z +mP ) = I(P1) ∩ ... ∩ I(Ps) ∩ I(P )
m.
A general question that we can ask is to classify all those configurations of mutually distinct
points Z that admit unexpected curve. In the pioneering paper [6], Cook II, Harbourne,
Migliore, and Nagel study unexpected curves from the viewpoint of line arrangements in the
complex projective plane, i.e., in their setting Z denotes the set of points which are dual to lines
of a given arrangement A ⊂ P2
C
. It is worth emphasizing here that there are different approaches
towards the unexpected curve. In the first approach, the authors focus on unexpected curves
of degree d having at a general point P multiplicity d − 1, but we can also consider a slightly
different scenario (according to our definition presented here). In order to abbreviate, we say
that a set Z has U(2, d,m)-property if Z admits an unexpected curve of degree d having at a
general point P multiplicity m.
In [6], Cook II, Harbourne, Migliore, and Nagel considered a set of points Z = {z1, . . . , zd}
in P2
C
and the dual line arrangement AZ = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓd} given by the defining polynomial f . The
Jacobian ideal of f has its syzygy bundle:
0→ Syz Jf → S
3 → Jf → 0.
Let us recall that the module of logarithmic derivations D is a submodule of Der(S) (the module
of all C-linear derivations) consisting of all those elements δ ∈ Der(S) such that δ(f) ∈ S · 〈f〉.
Obviously D contains the Euler derivation ∂E = x∂x + y∂y + z∂z . We know that the quotient
D0 = D/∂E is isomorphic to the twist of Syz Jf , namely we have the following exact sequence
of sheaves
0→ D0 → O
3
P2
→ Jf (d− 1)→ 0,
where Jf is the sheafification of Jf and D0 is a locally free sheaf of rank 2, see Appendix to [6].
It is well-know that D0 restricted to a generic line splits, according to Grothendieck’s theo-
rem [14], to a sum of line bundles OP1(−aZ)
⊕
OP1(−bZ). If the line is generic, the pair (aZ , bZ)
is called the splitting type of D0 and it satisfies aZ + bZ = |Z| − 1.
Cook II, Harbourne, Migliore and Nagel considered the case when an unexpected curve is
of degree d = m+1, where m is, as we said above, the multiplicity that the curve has in a given
generic point P (we will say that such unexpected curves have U(2, m+ 1, m)-property and in
what follows an unexpected curve means here unexpected curve of type with U(2, m + 1, m)-
property). They proved the following theorem, which we quote in a version changed according
to Dimca’s paper [10].
9Theorem 5.1. Let Z be the finite set of points in P2
C
. Let f be the polynomial given by the
product of lines dual to the points of Z. Let (aZ , bZ) be the splitting type of the derivation bundle
D0. Let m(AZ) be the point of maximal multiplicity among the points of the arrangement AZ.
Then Z admits and unexpected curve with U(2, m+ 1, m)-property if and only if
m(AZ) ≤ aZ + 1 ≤
|Z|
2
.
If Z admits an unexpected curve, then it admits such a curve of degree j if and only if j satisfies
aZ < j ≤ |Z| − aZ − 2.
The curve C of minimal possible degree, aZ + 1 is unique and it is irreducible iff aZ = aZi,
where (aZi, bZi) is the splitting type if D0i, the bundle of logarithmic derivations for Z \{zi}, i =
1, . . . , d.
Dimca in [10] proved that in the setting as above aZ may be replaced by the minimal degree
of syzygies mdr(f) and aZi by the minimal degree of syzygies from Syz Jfi , where fi is the
product of lines dual to points from Z \ {zi}.
5.1 Nearly free arrangements
Let us recall [6, Example 6.1] which motivates our investigations in this section.
Example 5.2. Consider the arrangement A ⊂ P2
C
of 19 lines given by the following defining
polynomial:
Q(x, y, z) = xyz(x+ y)(x− y)(2x+ y)(2x− y)(x+ z)(x− z)(y + z)(y − z)(x+ 2z)
(x− 2z)(y + 2z)(y − 2z)(x− y + z)(x− y − z)(x − y + 2z)(x− y − 2z).
We can compute the minimal free resolution of the Milnor algebra M(Q) obtaining
0→ S(−30)→ S(−29)2 ⊕ S(−26)→ S(−18)3 → S.
This nearly free arrangement, as it was said in [6], is close to be free in the sense of the
Addition-Deletion procedure, namely if we remove the line 2x+ y, then the new arrangement
A′ is free with exponents d1 = 7 and d2 = 10. It turns out that the set of duals to lines in
A has U(2, 9, 8)-property, i.e., it admits an unexpected curve of degree 9 having at a general
point P multiplicity 8.
Suppose now we have a set Z = {z1, . . . , zd}, such, that the dual lines give a nearly free
arrangement A with exponents (d1, d2, d2), where d1 + d2 = d.
Abe and Dimca in [2], Corollary 3.5, give the characterization of the splitting type of a
nearly free line bundle (we quote it with a slightly changed form).
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Theorem 5.3 ([2] Corollary 3.5). An arrangement A is nearly free with exponents (d1, d2, d2)
if and only if either
• d1 = d2 and for every line the bundle D0 splits as OP1(−(d1 − 1))
⊕
OP1(−d1), or
• d1 < d2 then for a generic line D0 splits as OP1(−d1)
⊕
OP1(−(d2 − 1)).
Proposition 5.4. Let Z = {z1, . . . , zd} ⊂ P
2 be a set of points such that the dual lines give a
nearly free arrangement A with exponents (d1, d2, d2). Then Z admits an unexpected curve with
U(2, d1 + 1, d1)-property if and only if d2 − d1 ≥ 3.
Proof. From Theorem 5.1 and from Theorem 5.3 we have that if
d2 − d1 ≥ 3
then Z admits an unexpected curve.
Assume that d2 − d1 ≤ 2, then we have three possibilities. Either exponents of A are
(d1, d1 + 2, d1 + 2), or (d1, d1 + 1, d1 + 1), or all of them are equal d1. Thus from Theorem 5.3
splitting types are (d1, d1 + 1), (d1, d1) and (d1− 1, d1) respectively. According to Theorem 5.1
in none of these cases Z admits unexpected curve.
Example 5.5. Let us come back to family NFn with n ≥ 3. Then the dual set of points Zn to
NFn admits an unexpected curve with U(2, d1 + 1, d1)-property if and only if
d2 − d1 = 2n− 2− (n+ 1) = n− 3 ≥ 3,
so exactly when n ≥ 6.
Remark 5.6. In the case of Example 5.2, the exponents are d1 = 8 and d2 = 11, so we have
exactly d2 − d1 = 3.
5.2 Plus-one generated and 3-syzygy line arrangements
Let us recall a definition of k-syzygy curves from [5]. The authors consider there a reduced
complex plane curve C ⊂ P2 given by an equation f = 0. In our case C is given by the lines of
the arrangement AZ , lines dual to the points Z ⊂ P
2.
Definition 5.7. We say that C is a k-syzygy curve if the S-module Syz(Jf ) is minimally
generated by r homogeneous syzygies, r1, r2, . . . , rk, of degree di = deg ri, ordered such that
1 ≤ d1 ≤ d2 ≤ . . . ≤ dk.
The multiset (d1, d2, . . . , dk) is called the exponents of the plane curve C and {r1, r2, . . . , rk}
is said to be a minimal set of generators for the S-module Syz(Jf).
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In particular,
• a 2-syzygy curve C is free, since then the S-module Syz(Jf) is a free module of rank 2;
• a 3-syzygy curve is said to be nearly free when exactly d3 = d2 and d1 + d2 = d;
• a 3-syzygy line arrangement is said to be a plus-one generated line arrangement of level
d3 exactly when d1 + d2 = d and d3 ≥ d2.
Let A be an arrangement of lines in P2
C
. Suppose A is not free, and consider the Milnor
algebra M(f) = S/Jf . The general form of the minimal resolution for the Milnor algebraM(f)
has the following form (see for instance [5] and [16]):
0→ ⊕m−2i=1 S(−ei)→ ⊕
m
i=1S(1− d− di)→ S
3(1− d)→ S, (3)
with e1 ≤ e2 ≤ . . . ≤ em−2 and 1 ≤ d1 ≤ d2 ≤ · · · ≤ dm.
Moreover
ej = d+ dj+2 − 1 + ǫj ,
for j = 1, . . . , m− 2 and some integers ǫj ≥ 1.
The minimal resolution of N(f) (see again [5] and [16]) has the following form:
0→ ⊕m−2i=1 S(−ei)→ ⊕
m
i=1S(−ℓi)→ ⊕
m
i=1S(di − 2(d− 1))→ ⊕
m−2
i=1 S(ei − 3(d− 1)),
where ℓi = d+ di − 1.
Thus the initial degree of N(f), denoted as σ(C), equals to
σ(C) = 3(d− 1)− em−2 = 2(d− 1)− dm − ǫm−2. (4)
We will use the following result [5, Corollary 1.4].
Theorem 5.8. Let C be a plus-one generated curve of degree d ≥ 3 with (d1, d2, d3), which is
not nearly free, i.e. d2 < d3. Set kj = 2d− dj − 3 for j = 1, 2, 3 and T = 3d− 6. Then one has
the following minimal free resolution of N(f) as a graded S−module:
0→ S(−d− d3)→ S(−d− d3 + 1)⊕ S(−k1 − 2)⊕ S(−k2 − 2)→
→ S(−k1 − 1)⊕ S(−k2 − 1)⊕ S(−k3 − 1)→ S(−k3).
In particular, σ(C) = k3 < k2 ≤
T
2
and the numbers n(f)j are given by following formulas:
1. n(f)j = 0 for j < k3;
2. n(f)j = j − k3 + 1 for k3 ≤ j ≤ k2;
3. n(f)j = d3 − d2 + 1 = ν(C) for k2 ≤ j ≤
T
2
.
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The next theorem is due to Abe and Dimca [2, Corollary 3.3]
Theorem 5.9. Let C : f = 0 be a reduced curve in P2
C
of degree d. Then
ν(C) = (d− 1)2 − τ(C)− aZbZ .
The following examples, together with Theorem 5.1, show the existence of unexpected curves
of type U(2, j, j − 1) for plus-one and for 3-syzygy line arrangements.
Example 5.10. Consider the set Z ⊂ P2
C
of 18 points
Z = {(0, 1, 0), (−1, 1, 0), (−2, 1, 0), (−3, 1, 0), (−3, 2, 0), (4, 0,−1), (1, 1,−1),
(2, 1,−1), (3, 1,−1), (4, 1,−1), (0, 2,−1), (1, 2,−1), (2, 2,−1),
(0, 3,−1), (1, 3,−1), (−2, 3,−1), (−1, 3,−1), (−2, 4,−1)},
and the dual line arrangement AZ with its defining polynomial Q. The minimal free resolution
of the Milnor algebra M(Q) is
0→ S(−30)→ S(−29)⊕ S(−28)⊕ S(−24)→ S(−17)3 → S,
from which we see exponents (d1, d2, d3) = (7, 11, 12). Since we have d1 + d2 = 18 = d, it is a
plus-one generated arrangement of level 12. This line arrangement has 22 double, 13 triple, 7
quadruple, and 5 quintuple points, so the total Tjurina number of curve C given by Q = 0 is
τ(C) = 22 + 13 · 4 + 7 · 9 + 5 · 16 = 217.
By 3) of Theorem 5.8, ν(C) = d3−d2+1 = 2 and therefore from Theorem 5.9 we get aZbZ = 70.
Together with aZ + bZ = 17, we finally obtain aZ = 7 and bZ = 10. Theorem 5.1 justifies the
existence of unexpected curves of type U(2, j, j − 1), for j ∈ {8, 9}.
Example 5.11. Let Z ′ be a set of 17 points defined as Z \ {(−2, 1, 0)}, where Z is the set
from Example 5.10. Similarly, as in the previous example, we calculate minimal free resolution
of Milnor algebra
0→ S(−29)→ S(−27)⊕ S(−27)⊕ S(−23)→ S(−16)3 → S.
We see that d1+d2 = 18 > d = 17, so it is a 3-syzygy line arrangement, which is not a plus-one
generated. The arrangement has 20 double, 14 triple, 9 quadruple, and 2 quintuple intersection
points, so
τ(C) = 20 + 14 · 4 + 9 · 9 + 2 · 16 = 189.
In this example we combine Theorem 5.9 and Theorem 1.5 in order to get
r(d− r − 1) = aZbZ = 7 · 9 = 63.
This leads to the following splitting type (aZ , bZ) = (7, 9). In consequence, we obtain an
unexpected curve of type U(2, 8, 7).
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Figure 1: Affine part of configurations of lines from Example 5.10, and Example 5.11. Line
define by equation −2x+ y = 0 is indicated as dashed line.
At the end of this section we want to present a whole family of plus-one generated arrange-
ments, for which we have unexpected curves.
Example 5.12. Consider arrangement NFn, defined at the beginning of Section 2. If we
remove one line from NFn we obtain a plus-one generated arrangement defined by polynomial
F , with the following minimal free resolution
0→ S(−5n+ 4)→ S(−5n+ 5)⊕ S(−5n+ 6)⊕ S(−4n+ 2)→ S3(−3n+ 3)→ S.
But, it is not necessary to write down full minimal free resolution in order to check if
dual set of points Z has U(2, d,m)-property. If we apply [3, Proposition 2.12] to NFn, we get
immediately that mdr(F ) = n + 1. Then, using Theorem 5.1, we see that wherever n ≥ 7 our
arrangement admits an unexpected curve of type U(2, j, j − 1), for j ∈ {n+ 2, . . . , 2n− 5}.
6 MacLane arrangement of conics via flat extensions
Let us consider the MacLane arrangement of 8 lines in the complex projective plane given
by the following defining equation:
Q(x, y, z) = (x2 + xy + y2)(y3 − z3)(z3 − x3).
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Our aim is to us a certain flat extension that allows us to construct an arrangement of conics
based on the MacLane arrangement. Consider the following map
Ψ : P2C ∋ (x : y : z) 7→ (x
2 + 2y2 : y2 + 3z2 : z2 + 5x2) ∈ P2C.
It is easy to observe that Ψ is well-defined 4 : 1 morphism. Even more is true, namely the set
E = {x2 + 2y2, y2 + 3z2, z2 + 5x2}
forms a regular sequence which defines a flat extension. Our object of studies is an arrangement
which is defined by the following equation
Ψ∗(Q) = 0.
As we can see, Ψ∗(Q) decomposes as follows:
Ψ1(x, y, z) = x
2 −
1
2
y2 +
1
4
z2,
Ψ2(x, y, z) = x
2 −
1
5
y2 −
2
5
z2,
Ψ3(x, y, z) = x
2 + (e+ 3) · y2 + (3e+ 3) · z2,
Ψ4(x, y, z) = x
2 + (−e + 2) · y2 − 3ez2,
Ψ5(x, y, z) = x
2 +
(
1
5
e+
1
4
)
· y2 +
(
3
5
e+
4
5
)
· z2,
Ψ6(x, y, z) = x
2 −
1
5
ey2 +
(
−
3
5
e+
1
5
)
· z2,
Ψ7(x, y, z) = x
2 +
(
−
10
31
e+
2
31
)
· y2 +
(
1
31
e+
6
31
)
· z2,
Ψ8(x, y, z) = x
2 +
(
10
31
e +
12
31
)
· y2 +
(
−
1
31
e+
5
31
)
· z2,
where e is a third primitive root of 1. Each Ψi defines a smooth conic in the complex projective
plane and we can show that in fact Ψ∗(Q) defines an arrangement of 8 conics having t2 = 4 ·4 =
16 and t3 = 4 · 8 = 32. It is worth noticing that all singular points are quasihomogeneous (and
ordinary). We call the arrangement defined by Ψ∗(Q) MacLane arrangement of 8 conics. The
minimal resolution of the Milnor algebra M(Ψ∗(Q) has the following form:
0→ S3(−31)⊕ S(−27)→ S3(−30)⊕ S3(−25)→ S(−15)3 → S,
so MacLane arrangement of conics is not nearly free. In fact, this arrangement is far away from
the class of nearly free arrangement since the defect is equal to
ν(C) =
⌈
3
4
· 152
⌉
− 16− 4 · 32 = 25.
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We made an extensive experimental search in order to find an appropriate (and natural)
flat extension which would potential allow us to construct a nearly free arrangement of 8 conics
from the MacLane arrangement of 8 lines, but we failed. It would be extremely interesting
to find a class of projective morphisms that could lead to nearly free arrangements of curves
starting from nearly free (or free) line arrangements.
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